                                                                   "Get A Life"  Blog #2
A couple weeks ago I pulled a hot casserole out of the oven and placed it on a one-foot-square wooden cooling rack that I made back in 1985. Reminiscing,  it's one of maybe eight cooling racks that I made for our church Christmas bazaar that year. I even made a couple "stretch versions" of the cooling rack. They were for 9"x13" casseroles or cakes. Both sizes were a hit, and people even asked if we had any others in "the back room". Sadly, we didn't. That year I was "getting my feet wet" with that kind of woodworking, so I only made a limited number. 
Since 1985,  this cooling rack has been a fathful friend...always waiting in the drawer to serve my needs. It has appeared at various venues: on the peninsula, on the counter, on the island, on the buffet and even on the dining table! My gosh! Let's not forget that it appeared on the patio table! 
I got to thinking," Wow! If only I knew someone who has a DRILL PRESS,  which bores holes, I'd whip up some of "these puppies" to sell online for Greens Market!" So who might have one?  The "Tool Girls" immediately coming to mind were Nancy Foley and Sue White. In a flash my fingers dialed Sue White. She answered. (YAY!) I asked if she HAD or HAD ACCESS to a DRILL PRESS. It was affirmative that they had a BIG ONE at "the yard". However it was quite grungy from boring holes in metal. Then she said..."Our company machinist just happens to be here at my kitchen table having coffee with Bob. Let me pause to ask him something." (There was conversation, which I couldn't hear...) Then Sue said," Our machinist has a bench top DRILL PRESS in his garage which he would be DELIGHTED to get rid of! He'll bring it over soon!"   Bottom line: He GIFTED his bench model DRILL PRESS to the Garden C lub!         ...Cut to the present time... I have bolted that DRILL PRESS to my workbench, and I have been working to create wooden cooling racks.
Meanwhile...Sue told Nancy Foley about the "GIFTED-to -the-Club" drill press. Nancy said, "I want it!!!" But Sue said,"Then you'll have to fight Anita  for it because she asked for it first!" 
But...You MUST know this about ME: I NAME THINGS!   OK... The Garden Club now owns a DRILL PRESS! But it must have a "proper name". And since I'm the first member to use it, I guess I inherit the responsibility of naming it! Well, mission accomplished! For eight months in the year, 2012,  I dated an attorney: the most "boring" individual known to womankind! His name was CHUCK! I thought," This fits, because "the thing " that holds the bit for boring holes is called a "CHUCK", so this is a "no brainer"! This DRILL PRESS should be called "CHUCK"!
 Getting back to "WHO" has dibs on the drill press: "Anita Andes" doesn't actually WANT the DRILL PRESS to "live" on her workbench,  so she suggested  to Sue White that "Chuck has to ..."sleep around!" OH! Don't worry! NO Garden Club husband has to be jealous in the least because Chuck only knows one thing : how to be boring! 
OK. Chuck will likely "live" in Nancy's garage after his work here is done. But, girls!                                                                   If you ever want someone who is "boring", then "CHUCK" is your man!!!

  

